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1. INTRODUCTION 
If w = W(Xl ,...) x,) is a word in free variables xi,..., X, of a group, it leads 
to complicated (quite often combinatorial or unsolvable) problems to ask for 
those elements g of a given group G which are expressible inthe form g = 
a?1 ,..., gJ for some g, ,..., g, E G. In the case of commutators w = X, 0 x2 = 
-1 -1 
Xl . x2 . xi x2 we know of finite groups G and g E G’ (= commutator subgroup) 
such that g f w(g, , g2) for all g, , g, E G; cf. Huppert [12, p. 2581. More 
general results ofthis type are to be found in Hall’s lecture notes [ll] or for 
arbitrary words in Griffith [lo], Rhemtulla [151, or Wilson [ 181. This was 
exploited inGobel [7, 81. 
Again, for w = xi o x2 it was shown dually that each element is expressible y 
commutators in the cases of permutation groups S, , A, (n > 5); cf. Ore [14] 
and Ito [13]. Analogous results arc known for matrix groups; cf. Clowes and 
Hirsch [6]. Hence every element of S, is a product of four elements g, 08, 
from two conjugacy classes gfm and gin. The analogy is true for A, ; cf. Hsii- 
Ch’eng-hao [5]. This result was generalized and carried over to the countable 
case SK0 of all permutations onN by Bertram [3] :
(*) Let p be any permutation fSsO with infinite support. Then every permu- 
tation of SE0 is a product of four permutations, each conjugate op. 
This theorem reflects-in a very strong version-the fact hat SX, has only 
“very few” normal subgroups as known since 1933 from Schreier and Ulam [16]. 
From Baer’s result [I] we know the Jordan-Holder series in the general case S, 
of all permutations ona set of cardinality K > K, , which is even unique if this 
series is finite. Therefore a generalization of (*) for K > X, is to be expected, 
where, of course, the cardinalities associated with permutations are to be taken 
in account. Surprizingly, thecardinality 1 s 1of the support of a permutation 
scS*, will be sufficient; the support of s is the set of those elements of the 
underlying set which are not fixpoints ofs: 
THEOREM. For a natural number n the-following are equivalent: 
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(1) n is minimal with the following property forany elements s, pE S, with 
1 p 1 = 00: sis product ofn elements of S, which are conjugate to p if and only if 
ISI G IPL 
(2) n = 4. 
This result contains (*), our starting point, asa corollary gain. Inaddition, it 
answers a conjecture of Bertram [4, p. 3221 negatively: There are permutationsp 
and s of S, such that sis not a product of three permutations, eachconjugate 
to p for all X > K, , 
In particular, it contains Baer’s well-known result and Ore’s theorem on 
commutators of S, in its full generality, which are mentioned above; cf. Section 4.
In order to prove n > 4 in the Theorem, we show that he permutation (123) is 
not a product of three permutations each consisting of 2-cycles only. 
2. NOTATIONS 
K < M: K is subset of M, if its complement in M, N, = N u {co} 
K u K’, uiEl Ki are disjoint u ions; f IK is the restriction of a map f to K and 
maps are acting from the right. gG= (x-lgx;  EG} = conjugacy class ofg E G. 
S, = group of all permutations f a set M. If 1 M 1 = N, or I M 1 = n, we 
identify S, = SRI = S, respectively S, = S, . 
If PESA4, let be (P)~ the uniquely determined set of all cycles of length 
K E N, of the disjoint-cycle de omposition (DCD) of p, I (P)~ Iits cardinality, 
and (p& the set of all elements in(p)* .Then {P}~ are the fixpoints of p, and 
{PI = cL.mr, {p>b is the SUPPO~ of P and I P I = I{P>I = ZLH, I(PL Iits 
cardinality. We put (p) = ulZkeN 
&ist {P>i , if r < t, 
m (P)~ of all cycles fl of p. Let be {p}f =
and (PI,” = &.i<m {PI,. 
CM0 = cc = {P E sA4 = 8,; I(P), I = 5, l(P>z I = I(P)t I = 5, 
In ] = 0 if k E N, and K 3 4); C” = psy for all pE CVO. 
The latter follows from a well-known result which will be used without 
mentioning itagain: 
Two permutations a, b ES, are conjugate if and only if /(a& /= l(b)I, 1 for all 
kE&, cf. Wielandt [17, Lemma 2.5, p. 61. So, in particular, a and a-l are 
conjugate for every permutation a. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Lets, = (1 **. n) be the n-cycle ofSx if nE N and s, = (.*. -1012 ...) bethe 
shift (9= i + 1 for all iE Z) of Z. Then s, can be decomposed into 
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(3.1) S, = g, * h, such that 
(n = 4):g4 = (1)(234), h, = (12)(3)(4), 
(n = 5): g, = (1)(4)(235), h, = (3)(12)(45), 
k-3 
(n=2R,k>2): g2k=(1)n(j+22k-j)(kK+1 k+2), 
j=O 
k-3 
h2k = (12)@ + 1)P + 2) lJ (h -j h + 3 + j), 
j=O 
k-3 
(n=2k+l,k>2): gzk+l=(1)(2)(342R+1)~(5+j2k-j), 
j=O 
k-3 
h 2k+l = (123)(4)(k + 3)n (h + 4 + j h + 2 -j), 
j=O 
(n = co): g, = (O)(l -1)(2 -3 -2)(3 -5)(-4) fi (3j -3j - 2 3j - 1) 
jz2 (-3j-- 1)(3j- 2-3j), 
h, = (0 1)(2 -1)(3 -4 -3)(-2) fi (3j)(3j - 2 -3j + 1) 
js2 (3j - 1 -3j - 1 -3j). 
The elements g, , h, are given in DCD. 
This decomposition (3.1) is due to Bertram [4, Lemma 1, p. 317, proof of 
Lemma 2, p. 3181. It can be easily verified by elementwise calculation andwill 
be used to prove: 
THEOREM 3.2. The following conditions on p E S, are equivalent: 
(1) IPI <No- 
(2) There are q(T), Y(T) ECVT such that p = q(7) *Y(T) for all ordinals 7 with 
U<T<V. 
Proof. (2) ---f (1) From the case 7 = (J follows p = q(u) *Y(U) and / p 1 < 
I d4l + I +4l = % * 
(1) + (2) We can distinguish between the following possibilities: 
(9 IPI =%G%<%, (ii) I(P)2 I = XV y (iii) I(P), I = NV . 
(iv) I(p)k 1= K, for some k E IV, k > 3, (VI l(P)00 I = % > 
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and the additional cases if Y= 0: 
(i) Since /(p)r 1 = X, , split M = T u V such that T C {P}~ ,j T 1 = N, . 
Now split T again into X, subsets ofcardinality 6, i.e., T = &{li , 2$ ,..., 6,) 
and I I I = X, . We define q jr = I&.r(lJ(2,3i)(4i5i6i) and r IT = (q /r)-i. Put 
Ii = I’ n {p}! .Now we conclude asfollows 
(*) Letbepl, = 1 I,andr lr, =pju.Ifs,isan-cycleofpfor 1~~kJ,and 
n 3 4, we define q I tsnl = g, and Y j ca,l = h, according to (3.1). 
(ii) According tosuitable numeration let be 
T = (P}~ = (J {Ii ,2, ..., Si}, where j I 1 = K, 
iEI 
We define 
and (li ,2J, (31 ,4d,..., (7t8d E (~)z. 
Q IT = n (li 2, 3i)(4i)(5i 7,X6,8i) 
isI 
and 
Y IT = ?I (li 4i 3i)(&)(5i 8,)(6i 7,). 
If u = {Ph u {I% y we apply (*I. 
(iii) Since I( p)a j = X, , we split T = {p)s = Wiel{li, 21,..., 6,) with 
I I I = X, and (li 2( 3,), (41 5i 6,) E(p)s .We define q IT = ni,I(li)(2i 33(4( 61 Si) 
and Y Ir = ]IIiEl(li 2i)(3i)(4i 6i Sj). Now we put U = {p}: and apply (*). 
(iv) If I(p), I = X, for some integer k > 3, we split 
T = {f~}~ = i) {li ,..., k, l’,..., k;}, where j 11 = X, 
id 
and sk = (li *.. KJ, S$ = (1T ... k:) E(P)~. 
According to(3.1) it is possible to define (p Its,1 , q Its;,) and(r I(Q , T IIQ) 
such that each pair contains I-, 2-, and 3-cycles and no others. Therefore 
p IT . r jr = p Ir . If U = {p>T the case is settled by application of (*) for n # K. 
(v) If In I = X, , we split {p}, = &I .Zi ,where Z, (i EI) are X, infinite 
cycles ofp. Then we put q 1 fz,l = g, and T j {=,I = h, according to (3.1). 
If U = {p>: ,this case follows from (*) again for 1z # co. In each of the 
cases we have q, I E C,* since 1Ij = X, and p = q * Y. If v = 0, we have to deal 
with two additional c ses: 
(vi) I(p), I 3 1: Observe that adecomposition of e infinite cycle as in 
(v) already produces X, cycles oflength 1, 2, and 3 of q and I, cf. (3.1). 
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(vii> Ckdd1~>4 ](P)~1= X, . Decompose N, cycles of finite length 24 
according to (3.1) and observe that the decomposition fany cycle produces 
l-, 2-, and 3-cycles ofq and r; for the details ofthis case we refer to Bertram [4, 
p. 319, 3201. Q.E.D. 
We add a few elementary formulas of 2-, 3-cycle splittings forfurther reference 
(3 .3) (a) (123) = (132)(321) and for k > 4: 
(123)(4) ... (k) = (1324 ... k)(k *.. 4321). 
(b) (123)(456) = (14)(35)(26) . (15)(24)(36). 
(c) (12)(34) = (14)(23) . (13)(24). 
(d) (12)(34)(5)(6) = (135)(246) . (154)(326). 
(e) (12)(34)(5) ...(k) = (k k - 1 ... 54132) *(13245 ... k) for k 3 4. 
(f) (l)(2) ... (k) = (1 ... k)(k ... 1) for k 3 1. 
(g)’ Put M = 0 { li , 23 , . . . . Si}. 
iez 
E(li 2,)(3,)(4, 5,)(6, 7 8i) = 4 . y, 
if 
T =(...5.- 1.p 4.8.7.6.2.3.5.1.4. 8. 2 1 z 1 z 2 2 * z 2 z z %+l z+1"' ) for all i E Z. 
THEOREM 3.4. For a permutation p E S, with 1 p 1 = 00 the following are 
equivalent : 
(1) IPI 2%. 
(2) For all tE CVT and 0 < T < 0 there are lements q = q(t), r = r(t) epSv 
such that = q . r. 
(3) For all ordinals T with 0 < T < u there are permutations q, Y ES, such 
that 
(a) l(q. h I = K,, /(Q .% I = l(q .T)~ I= X, , and l(q *6 I = 0 with 
hEN,,h 34. 
1 (g) can be used to prove Theorem 4.2 in Bertram [3, p. 2801 where the proof is wrong, 
since the constructed lements R and S have tevo infinite cycles. Theorem 4.2 was also 
used in Bertram [4, proof of Theorem 2, p. 3201. (a) and (b) are special cases of Bertram 
[l, p. 373, 3741. 
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(b) Mk I = lWk I =I(P& I for all k EK. 
This generalizes Bertram [4, Theorem 2, p. 3201 and Gobel [7, Lemma 4.5, 
p. 1.4.41. 
Proof. (2) f-t (3) follows nom the definition of CVT. 
(2)-+(l) IfT=u,wehaveItI=N,,t=g.r,andIpI=IrI=IpI. 
Therefore N,= / t / = / p . Y I < 1 q 1 + 1 r I = I p I since Ip j = CO. 
(1) + (3) Without loss of generality we may assume u = V; take the 
restriction of p to X = (p}; and Sx otherwise. 
Elementary cardinal arithmetic shows, that we have to consider the following 
cases for 1# K E N, with l(p), / = K, only: 
(i) k = 2, (ii) k = 3, (iii) k34,REN, 
(iv) K = co and the case In I 2 1 ifv=O, 
(4 c I(P)k I = % ifv=O. 
k>4 
In the cases (i)-(iv), define for each n # K the elements q and Y on an n-cycle 
s E (p), as q j tsl = s and r 11~1 = s-l. Therefore w get already 
(a*) q . y 1~ = 1, I Gdn I = I(r), I = I(P>n I for all n # K. 
(i) Since I(p), 1 = K, , split 
(~1, = tQ {li ,2i, 3i, 4,) C.J (j IL ,..., 6,)CJ i, {Ii, 2,), 
where (Ii 2,), (3i 4,), ;zhi) E(I’& 
ier, isI, 
are all different a d11, I= I 1a 1 = K, , 
11, I= N, . Define q and Y on {p}, as follows: 
If i ~1~ , define q and Y as two 2-cycles according to (3.3~) on{li ,2( , 33 , 4i}. 
If i E I, , use (3.3b) todefine three 2-cycles of qand r with 3-cycle product on
ui ,.**, 6,). If i E1a, take q= r = (li 2,) on {li ,2,) and (3) follows from (a*). 
(ii) Since I(p), 1 = K, , we split 
{Ph = cj ui 7.e. ,6i} CJ i) {Ii, 2i 3 3,) u i) (li 72, t 3,}, 
iGIl isI, iEI3 
where (li 2i 3J, (4i 5i 6,) E(~)a are all different and 11, I= I I, 1 = K, , 
11, I= N,. If i~1,, define q and r on {li ,..., 6,) with (3.3d), ifin&, on 
{li ,2i, 3,) with (3.3a) nd if i~1, with (3.3f) or K = 3 on {li ,2, 3,). 
(iii) Since I(p), 1 = N, (4 < K E N), we split 
(P}k = (1, p***, &} lJ (J {li )**a, &} CJ (J {li j.e.7 ki}, 
id2 ia, 
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where (li ...k.) Ed are all different a d11, 1= / 1z 1 = x,, / 1,I = N,. 
If i~Ir , we define q and T on {Ii ,..., KJ with (3,3e), if in I,, use (3.3a) on
Ui 3..., ki), and if iE 1s , apply (3.3f) todefine q and r on (Ii ,..., kJ. 
(iv) If I{P>, I = xv, we split {p}, = UielP, where Zj E (p)= and 1 I I = N, 
ifv>OandIII >lifv=O. 
Decompose ach P = &x(1( ,..., 8,) and define q and I via (3.3g) with 
products inCoo. 
(v)” If Ckon,kar In 1 = N, and w.1.o.g. /(P)~ I < co for all kE N and 
l(P)m I = 0, split 
{PI,” = tj (P>k u kg {P3k LJ gI {P>k 
kel, I 3 
where 1I, 1 = j 1, / = / 1s ! = Ho . If k E 1, , we define q /i9ik and Y / tnl,: according 
to (3.3e), if kE 1s according to (3.3a), and if k E 1s according to(3.3f). Since 
N {p], = {p}: ,we add q I (Cl = c and Y I fcl = c-l for all cE ( p): .
Proof that n < 4 in the Theorem. Let s,p~S, andip == co. If s= 
x1 ’ ... x, and xi spry for i = l,..., n, then I s 1 = I x1 . ... ‘x, 1 < 
I x1 I + ... + I x, I = n * IP i = IP I. Hence it will be sufficient to show that 
s = t . u . v . w and t, u, v, w EJPV for j s / < j p 1: If j p I = N, , we apply (3.2) 
(for = u) to obtain q = q(u), r : r(u) ECVU such that p = q r. There are 
elements ,uand v, w associated with qand r as follows from (3.4) (for T = a), 
i.e.,q=t~u,r=v~~andt,u,v,w~p~~andp=t~u~r~~wisshown. 
Remark. The condition 1 p I = 03 in the theorem is necessary for otherwise 
we get a contradiction if 1 p ] < co and s is an odd permutation with finite 
support: Observe that any product of four elements conjugate to p is an even 
permutation f I p I < co. 
This provides a negative answer to a conjecture of Bertram [4, p. 3221: 
Proof of n 3 4 in the Theorem. Choose M = (1, 2, 3) u R, s = (123) and 
p E S,,,, a product ofdisjoint 2-cycles andno others. Theassumption s = u . v . w, 
where u, v, w E psu will ead to contradictions: If X = (s} u {sU} then X is finite 
and j X 1 either 4 or 6. 
In the first case put 3” = 4, 1 u = 2 and therefore X = {l, 2, 3, 4). Hence 
u . s restricted to X equals (12)(34)(123)(4) = (134)(2). Since 2is the only fixed 
point of us = VW, it is left invariant u der vand w which contradicts our choice 
of p. 
If X = {I, 2,..., 6) we have (u.v)~ = sU . s and w.1.o.g. (11~)~ = (123)(456). 
Because of us = VW = (ZW)O = (WV)“, the support X of (21~)~ is left invariant 
2 This case was already considered ( ifferently) in Bertram [4, p. 321, 3221. His proof, 
however, contains a gap, e.g., the cases 1(P)~ j = 0 for all k # 3 or for all k 7’: 4. 
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under vand w and consequently invariant u der uas well. Therefore u, v, w will 
be restricted to X.Since u, v, w are odd and s is even, we have acontradiction to 
s = UVW. If we assume s= uv we obtain contradictions w th the same argument. 
Therefore the theorem is shown. 
4. DISCUSSIONS 
In order to illustrate the efficiency of the theorem, we derive two classical 
corollaries: 
Let be SVu = {p E S,; [ p 1 < K,} and S;l the alternating group of S, . 
(4.1) (her [l] and UZam and Schreier [16, ifv = 01): Then SvU (-1 < (T < 
v + 1) is aJordan-Hiilder composition series of S, . It is unique ifit is$nite. 
It is “ Jordan-HGlder”: 
If SVU 4 N Q .Sz+l then N 4 S, as follows from Wielandt [17, Lemma 2.6, 
p-61. 
If SVu # N then there is q EN with 1 q 1 = N, and N = Sz+’ follows from 
the theorem. 
Uniqueness. Let be 1 # N 4 S,, and I = {u; there is q EN with 1 q 1 = K,}. 
We assume I# ia and finite. L tbe m = max(q. Hence there is q EN with 
/ q 1 = N, and 1 x j < I q 1 for all elements x in N and NC Sr+r. Application of 
the theorem shows N = Sy+l. 
(4.2) (Ore [14]). Every p ermutation s E S, is a commutator s = x Q y = 
x-ly-lxy ofelements x, yE Svr if and only if 1 s 1 < N, . 
Proof. Let be s = x o y and x, y E &I. Then 
If I s I < N, , there are permutations x*, yE C’,!“’ < Sy7with s = x* - y according 
to (3.2). Byapplication of Wielandt [17, Lemma 2.6, p. 61 we obtain a element 
x E S,T with x* = (y-i)*. Hence s = x* * y = (y-i)5 * y = x o y. 
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